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Discount Schedule
Discounts:
3–299: –40%
300–499: –50%
500–up: –55%

Credit: Orders over $50 must be prepaid
or send bank and three trade references.

Shipping: Books are best shipped via
UPS or USPS Priority Mail. We can ship
via truck or Federal Express but do not
recommend them for long distances
because the rates are considerably
higher. Shipping is FOB Nesconset, NY.

Shortages or non-receipt must be
reported to us within 30 days of the
ship date.

Resale Numbers: New York dealers
must mention their resale number with
their order.

Orders may be sent to the address below.
Telephone orders may be made to
631-979-9046. 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., Monday through Friday, Eastern
Time (or to the answering machine
after hours). 

Secure online purchases can be ordered
through www.cybernetica-book.com at
any time.

Return Policy
THIS BOOK IS RETURNABLE. If a title isn’t moving in your
market, we want to get it back before a new edition
makes it obsolete. Thank you for giving it a chance on
your valuable shelf space. Our return period is normally
between 90 DAYS AND ONE YEAR of the publisher’s
invoice date; however, we will accept the book for return
after one year as long as the edition is still in print. 
RETURN PERMISSION MUST BE REQUESTED so that we
can issue detailed packing and shipping instructions. This
is your authorization and the instructions are below.
NOTICE OF SHORTAGE OR NONRECEIPT must be made
within 30 days of shipping/invoice date for domestic
shipments, 60 days for foreign.
BOOKS DAMAGED IN TRANSIT are not the responsibility
of the publisher. Please make claim to the carrier.
Returns must be accompanied by your packing slip listing
QUANTITY, TITLE, AUTHOR, ORIGINAL INVOICE NUMBER
and INVOICE DATE. Books returned with this information
will be credited with 100% of the invoice price minus
shipping. Otherwise it will be assumed that the original
discount was 55%. All books should be returned to their
original source (for example, the wholesaler).
ROUTING: Ship books via parcel post (book rate) prepaid
or UPS prepaid to Arcanum Books, P.O. Box 55,
Nesconset, NY 11767
To qualify for a refund, retuned books must arrive in good
Resalable condition. If they are not now resalable, please
don’t bother to return them. If you are not willing to
package them properly for the return trip, please don’t
waste your time and postage.
To package the books so that they will survive the trip,
we suggest you wrap them the same way they were sent
to you. There are two important tips in successful book
packaging: Keep them clean and immobilize them.
Place the stacked books in a plastic bag. This will
separate the dirty newsprint and greasy peanuts from
the book edges and will prevent grip from creeping
between the covers. To keep the books from shifting
(which causes scuffing), cut a shipping carton to the
right size and stuff it tightly with padding.
Since it has been our experience that books shipped
loose in oversize Jiffy bags always arrive scuffed, it is
now our policy to simply REFUSE them at the post office
so that they will be returned to the bookstore. DO NOT
USE JIFFY BAGS!
A credit memo will be issued toward future purchases
Industry tells us that it now costs more than $8 to write
a letter. Correspondence, packaging and postage costs a
great deal in money and time. Years ago when postage
was cheap, it made sense to return slow-moving books.
Today, however, many bookstores are finding it far more
cost effective to simply mark down the books and move
them out.

 



A new standard for science fiction books...

Two conmen hired in a major investigation. A famous actress marked for
corporate assassination. One biologically enhanced bodyguard wrangled by a
moral dilemma. In a future where neurological actions, and events, are influenced
by a widespread brain-to-computer interface system called sublimation, the
convergence of these four paths will lead to a reckoning between factions vying
for global power.

Welcome to cyberspace...

Thirty-five years after the devastating Encryption Wars, the rise of sublimation
from the city of Cybernetica has left a criminal subculture brewing—those who fall
outside its technological parameters of control. Now, following the first successful
cyber attack in its history, a group of insurgents called the drifters are aiming to
destroy and recreate the very civilization it supports. In a world of covert wars,
corporate dealings, and government corruptions, there are those who not only
hold the fate of the future...but the secrets of the past

Advance Review:

“…Cavallaro’s ideas of a computer-controlled society are intriguing considering
today’s rapidly changing world of computer technology…Cybernetica is an
exciting and suspenseful way of imagining all of the possibilities of the
relationships between humans and computers. His writing is smart and unique.
It shows what can happen when humans can’t think for themselves, and gives
hope that those free-thinkers who exist will still fight for the freedom of
thought.” —ForeWordreviews.com

n For more reviews or further information,
visit www.cybernetica-book.com
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